ABSTRACT To enhance the depth perception for stereoscopic image retargeting, this paper presents a depthadjustable stereoscopic image retargeting method via pixel fusion technique. The traditional methods enforce the depth-preserving constraint on the left and right images with poor depth adaption. To solve this issue, we try to address two critical properties that how to change the widths of unmatched region to control the depth perception, and how to change the alignment of left and right seams to satisfy visual comfort limits, and thus propose a seam manipulator tool to optimize the process for scaling factor determination of stereoscopic seams. The important contribution of our method is to take scaling preservation energy and disparity consistency energy into optimization. The experimental results demonstrate that our method can achieve promising performances on depth perception and visual comfort adjustment for better visual experience.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of various stereoscopic 3D display devices, ranging from 3D televisions to mobile phones, requirements for 3D content manipulation with different aspect ratios and resolutions are becoming increasingly urgent [1] - [3] . Although the traditional cropping and scaling operators can fulfill the adjustment for stereoscopic images, how to maintain the binocular symmetries with proper 3D perception and comfortable viewing experiences is still challenging. In this paper, we focus on solving this issue viadepth-adjustable stereoscopic image retargeting, that allows users to manipulate the scene's depth range to a comfortable perceived depth range, as well as the aspect ratios and resolutions.
The issue of 2D image retargeting has been widely researched over the past years. As broad classification of the existing approaches, discrete approaches [4] - [8] , including
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xian Sun. seam carving and cropping, resize an image by iteratively removing or inserting pixels. However, discontinuous artifacts may be produced in the visually important regions due to the shortcomings of discrete approaches. In contrast, continuous approaches [9] - [13] , such as mesh warping, aim to distribute more distortion on those less important regions and less distortion on those more important regions by controlling the mesh deformation without discontinuous artifacts.
When it comes to stereoscopic images, such seam removal and mesh deformation imposed on the left and right views independently may cause some degree of binocular asymmetries, which may lead to incorrect 3D perception and uncomfortable viewing experiences. Therefore, two types of constraints are used in most methods to overcome the challenges: 1) Depth preservation constraints. The constraints are considered in some seam carving and mesh warping methods [14] - [16] to preserve the depths of original 3D scenes; 2) Depth adaption constraints. The constraints are found in some mesh warping methods [17] - [19] to adapt aspect ratios and depth ranges on different devices. Since optimizing the depths of all pixels in a seam is more challenging than only optimizing the depths of four vertices in the warpingbased methods, depth adaption has not been well considered in those seam carving based stereoscopic image retargeting method.
In this paper, focusing on seam carving framework for stereoscopic image retargeting, we address two critical properties: how to change the widths of unmatched region to control the depth perception, andhow to change the alignment of left and right seams to satisfy visual comfort limits, which has not been considered in the existing seam carving based stereoscopic image retargeting methods. To emphasize the two properties in the framework, we propose a seam manipulator, a tool to optimize the process for scaling factor determination of stereoscopic seams, which simultaneously takes scaling preservation energy and disparity consistency energy into an optimization framework. Thus, besides shape preservation, depth perception and visual comfort adjustments can be solved with promising effects.
The main contributions are three-fold: 1) We analyze the properties for depth preservation and visual comfort preservation and further propose the depth perception and visual comfort adjustment solutions in terms of these properties, which are ignored in existing seam carving-based retargeting methods; 2) The importance of each seam is calculated by combining content significance energy, region mask information and seam significance energy, while the existing methods are lack of such consideration; 3) More critically, scaling preservation energy and disparity consistency energy are simultaneously used to optimize scaling factors for depth perception and visual comfort adjustments, so that better visual experience can be obtained compared with those depthpreserving stereoscopic image retargeting methods.
In the remainder of this paper, we first review the related work in Section II, detail our method in Section III, and finally present results in Section IV and conclusions in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS A. DISCRETE IMAGE/VIDEO RETARGETING
As discussed, seam carving approach tends to produce discontinuous artifacts in the visually important content. Moreover, although seam carving is intuitive and effective for image retargeting, it is not easy to extend it to stereoscopic case: if seams are carved for each view independently, binocular symmetry will be influenced. Therefore, some hard constraints (e.g., depth preservation) are applied to left and right views for maintaining the stereoscopic properties unchanged.
Utsugi et al. [20] preserved the geometric consistency of stereo pair, that maintain or change the consistency by using corresponding seams or occluded seams. Basha et al. [14] added geometric constraints to keep geometric consistency of the stereo pair. The method takes the visibility relations between pixels in the image pair into account to minimize the visual distortion in each seam as well as the depth. Lu et al. [21] minimized the shape distortion and preserved object boundaries by creating new occlusions, and preserved disparity consistency by corresponding seam pixel selection. Lei et al. [15] extended pixel fusion to depth-preserving stereo image retargeting, which keeps the widths of occluded and only change the widths of matched regions to minimize the depth distortion in stereo image pair. In other seam carving-based stereoscopic image retargeting methods [22] - [26] , the similar constraints are used to preserve important objects, and maintain the consistency between the left and right images.
B. CONTINUOUS IMAGE/VIDEO RETARGETING
As another promising solution for retargeting, continuous approaches aim to optimize mesh warping using different deformation and depth constraints. To preserve the depth of 3D scenes, Lin et al. [27] imposed disparity preservation and shape preservation constraints to control the objectcoherence warping to consistently preserve the disparities and shapes of visually salient objects. Li et al. [16] also utilized region-based depth-preserving constraint to control the warping function based on depth distortion model, and used shape preservation constraint to preserve the shapes of salient objects. Yoo et al. [28] retained the stereo consistency of the retargeted images by matching the vertices of the grid and preserving the correspondence between them. The common characteristics of these methods are that depthpreserving constraint is enforced to maintain the original disparity/depth ranges.
In contrast, some warping-based methods impose depth adaptation functions to optimize the depth of 3D scenes. Chang et al. [17] used a set of sparse correspondences to control the warping functions by imposing depth-editing constraints, that can keep their disparity values consistent with the original values, or interactively edit the depths for depth adaptation purpose. Yan et al. [18] utilized the relationship between disparity editing and content editing to guide the warping model. By the warping model, the disparity values of a sparse set of correspondences are adjusted to be identical with the target disparity range. Besides the sparse correspondences, Shao et al. [19] imposed shape preservation, visual comfort preservation and depth perception preservation constraints simultaneously to ensure strong 3D perception and comfortable viewing experiences. In the method, users allow to optionally specify the viewing distance and disparity range to propagate the constraints. Furthermore, depth-adaptive and object-selective factors are involved into the warping framework in [29] to provide more flexible editing function.
C. DEPTH ADAPTION
Besides the above stereoscopic image retargeting operations to adjust the resolutions for size adaption, depth itself is an important dimension to adapt the depth ranges of different displays. Many works have been proposed in stereoscopic disparity/depth editing, such as perspective manipulation [30] , stereoscopic composition [31] , and stereoscopic synthesis [32] . To adjust the disparity/depth effectively for stereoscopic 3D displays, warping methods are usually used for optimization. Lang et al. [33] proposed a series of disparity mapping operators for stereoscopic images and videos to change the disparity range. Yan et al. [34] proposed a linear depth mapping method through warping to change the depth range of a stereoscopic video on the basis of the viewing configuration. Wang et al. [35] proposed a mapping optimization method to adjust the disparity to minimize discomfort by warping-based manipulation. Yan et al. [18] proposed a content-aware stereoscopic mesh warping model to determine a scaling factor of salient region by disparity scaling factor. Lei et al. [36] proposed to adjust the 3D depth of an object by utilizing shape-preserving object depth control constraints. Besides using warping optimization, different disparity remapping functions were used to control the disparity range [37] , [38] .
D. MOTIVATION FOR SEAM MANIPULATION
Since each method has its advantage and disadvantage in retargeting stereoscopic images, it is unrealistic to propose a method that outperforms all other methods, thus the proposed method tries to absorb the advantages of other methods to enhance its performance. As discussed above, the advantage of seam carving is that the content of resizing is diverse due to the nature of graph cut (i.e., removing objects without artifacts), but the disadvantage is also obvious as it may lead to discontinuous deformation for removing pixels, while pixel fusion can solve the disadvantage by introducing inter-row importance filtering to ensure spatial coherence between adjacent rows. As shown in Fig. 1 , compared with 0 and 1 scale of vertical seams, if we combine seam searching and pixel fusion, we can get a wider range of scale reduction while maintaining the scale of important objects. Mesh warping usually performs well in most cases, but it may produce inconsistent object deformation when the meshes deform seriously, while depth adaptation can be easily fused into the warping framework. Besides, since left-right consistency is established based on the vertices of the meshes, stereoscopic property preservation is not always better than seam carving based methods.
In this work, focused on the advantages of the existing image retargeting methods, we try to provide a new seam carving framework (united seam searching and pixel fusion) that can handle image retargeting, depth perception and visual comfort simultaneously. To optimize the scaling factor determination for depth adjustment purpose, we provide a seam manipulation solution to optimize the depth perception and visual comfort of the retargeted stereoscopic images for better visual experience, while the issue has not been studied in the existing seam caving based stereoscopic image retargeting methods [14] - [15] , [20] , [21] . Compared with those pixel fusion based methods [7] , [15] and warping-based methods [17] - [19] , the superiority of our method are validated on depth adaptation and a wider range of scaling.
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. OVERVIEW
As discussed, pixel fusion is an effective solution to overcome the drawbacks of traditional pixel seam carving based image retargeting methods. Even though pixel fusion has VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Procedure of our proposed scheme. been adopted in 2D and stereoscopic image retargeting with promising performance [7] , [15] , the challenges for using pixel fusion in depth-adjustable stereoscopic image retargeting are that: 1) depth preserving constraint in [14] - [16] usually conflicts with depth adaptation in 3D display, especially ignoring visual comfort constraint, which motivates us to take visual comfort and depth sensation optimization simultaneously in pixel fusion for better visual experience; 2) scaling factor calculation in [7] and [15] aims to maintain higher scaling factors for those high-significance regions, especially scaling factor is set to 1 for unmatched regions, but the widths of unmatched regions can be changed to control the depth perception, which motivates us to change the definition of significance regions to control the scaling factors. Thus, aiming to solve these challenges, we propose a new depth-adjustable stereoscopic image retargeting method, named seam manipulator, to control the scaling factors for pixel fusion. Fig. 2 shows the procedure of our method, which mainly consists of four steps: seam selection and matching, depth adjustment model, scaling factor determination and pixel fusion. Next, we will demonstrate each step of the proposed method in details.
B. SEAM SELECTION AND MATCHING
As analyzed and revealed in our previous works [39] , different regions in stereoscopic images demonstrate different binocular visual characteristics for perception, which should be imposed with different constraints for optimization in retargeting. In this work, we use stereo matching algorithm [40] to calculate the disparity map. Then, two classes of regions can be directly estimated from the disparity map:
Matched Region: A pixel in the left (right) view of a stereoscopic pair can find a corresponding pixel in the other view. The set of all matched pixels consists of matched region.
Unmatched Region: A pixel in one view cannot find any correspondence in the other view. The information is occluded or dis-occluded due to different viewing angles.
In seam carving based image retargeting method, the energy map plays a key role in determining the importance of each pixel for seam selection. A large significance value implies a low probability of a seam through the pixel, and vice versa. In this work, without specially designing significance energy construction, we directly use the algorithm in [14] to construct the energy map. Then, N s seams are searched from the left image via dynamic programming optimization that minimizes the seam cost in a cost matrix formed from the energy map, where N s is the number of all possible seams via seam searching. Note that, we set a large value for occluded pixels in the cost matrix to avoid the seam selection in the unmatched regions for the purpose of region preservation.
For stereoscopic image, seams in the left and right images should be coupled. However, directly using disparity map for seam matching will encounter visual distortion due to the influence of pixel's mismatching and un-matching. For example, multiple pixels in the left image may be mapped to the same pixel in the right image, and vice versa. In our seam coupling process, based on the order of seam selection, the first selected seam (all pixels in the seam) in the left image finds the matched seam in the right image using the disparity map. Then, the coupled seams are removed from the image pair, and the next coupled seams are searched and removed until all the seams are processed. By such operation, one-byone seam coupling relationship can be established.
After the above seam coupling process, all pixels in each coupled seam will be assigned an ID ranging from 1 to N s based on the order of seam selection. Except the pixels in the seams, the remaining pixels in each row will be also assigned an ID ranging from N s + 1 to W , where W is the image width. For these pixels in the left image, the IDs are labeled sequentially from left to right, while the IDs are labeled from right to left in the right image, to reflect the inverse occlusion and disocclusion relationship between the left and right views. By such ID naming process, each pixel in the left image will have its matched pixel in the right image, even those occluded pixels are not actually matched via seam coupling. Then, the formed IDs are accomplished as matching map. The set of all vertical seams in a stereoscopic image pair is defined as below:
where ID L j (i) and ID R j (i) are the corresponding IDs in row i and column j for the seams. In the description that follows, we use an ID to represent a seam. The important properties of the seam selection and matching scheme are that: 1) we do not make further change in the significant energy construction for seam searching, because our experiments find the influence can be compensated by the following scaling factors and pixel fusion; 2) we can obtain W seams equal to image width for each pixel based on the matching map, thus each seam has the importance for the subsequent scaling factor calculation, which is necessary in the pixel fusion based image retargeting using scaling factor as weights.
C. CONSTRUCTED DEPTH ADJUSTMENT MODEL
The purpose of image retargeting is to change the size of image content to adapt different display devices, while depth adaptation is an additional dimension to provide proper visual comfort and depth perception, which makes the case of stereoscopic image retargeting different with traditional image retargeting. For example, cinema screen has large display resolution, viewing distance and depth range, while 3D displays have relatively small display resolution and depth range. If directly displaying the cinema content on other 3D displays without depth adjustment, it will lead to poor depth perception and/or visual comfort. Therefore, depth adjustment is an important starting point in this work, which is different with the existing depth-preserving stereoscopic image retargeting methods [14] - [16] . In this work, we employ the zone of comfort to control depth adjustment. The typical zone of comfort is defined to be the range of (−1 • , 1 • ) [41] . The angular disparity is used here to control the depth. Fig. 3 (a) shows the stereoscopic geometry between image plane and display plane, and Fig.3 (b) shows the relationship between the estimated pixel disparity and angular disparity. It is more intuitive in the display plane to control the angular disparity range. For ease of understanding, we summarize some important notations and variables, as shown in Table 1 . The second symbol in the first column denotes the target (adjusted) value.
Since display resolution is directly related to the resolution of displayed image content, a prior assumption is that the ratio between image resolution and display resolution before and after image resizing should remain unchanged with the form as follows: Then, disparity in pixels (d D ) can be converted to disparity on the display (D DP ) by
By using this relationship, we can project the matched pixels (x L , y) and (
to the 3D space, obtaining their 3D coordinate (X , Y , Z ) in the 3D space as follows:
Based on the location in (X , Y , Z ), the angular disparity is obtained via
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If the object has negative disparity (poppingout the screen with
. In order to ensure visual comfort, the regions exceeding the zone of comfort limits should be adjusted. Different with our previous works directly operating on the perceived depth to match such limits [42] , in this work, we use a more intuitive scheme that directly maps angular disparities into the (−1 • , 1 • ) limits. As shown in Fig. 4 , by observing the relationship between D AD and Z , Z increases very fast when D AD > 0, while the increase is relatively slow for D AD < 0. Therefore, to reduce the sensitivity of depth change, we do not change the depth layout of the whole scene (e.g., object popping-out the screen is still in the front display plane). Generally, we can map the angular disparity into a new target one byD
where D F and D N are the farthest and nearest angular disparities in the original stereoscopic image. Particularly, for those pixels in the unmatched regions, the angular disparities are all set to zero, indicating monocular visual perception for these regions.
After obtaining the adjusted angular disparity (D AD ), we can inversely solve a quartic equation from Eq. (7) to obtain the adjusted depth (Z ), and then obtain the adjusted disparity on the display plane (D DP ) by Eqs. (3) and (6) . Based on the same assumption in Eq. (2) that the original and resized images have the same ratio between image resolution and display resolution, we can easily obtain the adjusted pixel disparity. Thus, by the above steps, the target disparity map for an input stereoscopic pair can be obtained to indicate the disparity constraint for left-right consistency. In this paper, we use the assumption in Eq. (2) to optimize the image resolution for better display adaptation.
D. SCALING FACTOR DETERMINATION
With the above matching map calculation, each pixel in the left or right image will assign a scaling factor to indicate the degree of resizing in the next pixel fusion based retargeting operation. However, for stereoscopic vision, depth perception from monocular occlusion (unmatched regions) and binocular disparity (matched regions) is occurred simultaneously. The phenomenon of depth perception from monocular occlusion is known as da Vinci stereopsis [43] . In the previous stereoscopic image retargeting works [25] , to preserve depth perception, the widths of unmatched regions remain unchanged, while only the widths of matched regions are changed. However, for depth adjustable stereoscopic image retargeting, the widths of unmatched regions should be adjusted correspondingly to adapt the new imaging geometry. Therefore, as the first depth-adjustable property in our method, we have the following observation:
Property 1: The essence of depth preservation is to maintain the widths of unmatched regions, i.e., we can reduce the widths of unmatched regions to alleviate depth perception, or inversely increase the widths of unmatched regions to boost depth perception.
To address such property in depth preservation, we introduce a region mask to represent the matched/unmatched regions and the degree of depth preservation in determining the scaling factor for those regions, which is defined as follows:
From another perspective, the importance of each seam is directly related to the content significance of the pixels. The 3D saliency detection model [44] is used to generate the content significance energy. Secondly, in the matching map calculation, each coupled seam has been assigned an ID. The ID also represents the order of the seam in calculating the matching map. Since the principle of seam selection is to avoid crossing the important regions, the seams with small IDs normally have small importance in representing image content. Therefore, we design another seam significance energy to indicate such property, in which pixels that do not belong to the matched regions are assigned a small or large constant to indicate the cases of depth adjustment, i.e.,
Then, the importance map is calculated by combining the content significance energy, region mask information and seam significance energy as follows:
25244 VOLUME 7, 2019 where parameters β, γ and η denote the weights for the energy terms, satisfying β + γ + η = 1. In the experiment, we set β = 0.55, γ = 0.30 and η = 0.15.
show the mask map (green region), content significance map (3D saliency) and seam significance map for the input image in Fig. 5(a) . Finally, the importance of each seam is given as:
where IM j denotes the importance of the j-th seam, M j (i) denotes the importance value on the i-th row in the j-th seam, and H is the height of image. Compared with seam's importance construction in previous works [7] , [15] , our importance map adds additional seam region mask and significance energy to change the distributions in force. However, only changing the widths of matched/unmatched regions cannot reach satisfactory visual experience for user due to the lack of visual comfort constraint. That is, by changing the widths of matched/unmatched regions, the degree of visual comfort cannot be measured and restricted, thus another constraint is needed to change the depth of matched regions to avoid accommodation and convergence conflict (to satisfy zone of comfort limits). Therefore, as the second depth-adjustable property in our method, we have the following observation:
Property 2: The essence of visual comfort preservation is to maintain binocular alignment with the zone of comfort limits, i.e., we can change the alignment of left and right seams to satisfy the limits.
As discussed above, even we can reduce the width of unmatched regions to adjust the depth perception, the visual comfort of the adjusted image is still uncontrollable. Therefore, as an important semantic for user's visual experience, this property is complementary with the first property to characterize visual comfort and depth perception in 3D Quality of Experience (QoE).
Based on the above discussed properties for stereoscopic image retargeting, the goal of scaling factor calculation motivated in this work is to change the degree of resizing for each pixel, which should: 1) maintain higher scaling factors for those high-significance objects; 2) change the distributions of the matched seams in the left and right views to adapt the adjusted depth. Based on these considerations, we define the following energy terms to supervise scaling factor calculation.
Similar with warping-based image retargeting [17] - [19] , to preserve the high-significance objects as much as possible, while allow to large deformation for those low-significance objects, scaling factors for different seams are adjusted to satisfy the requirement. In this work, to address the inconsistent deformation via scaling factor, the distance between the measured scaling factor and its benchmark value is calculated. Here, the benchmark scaling factor is set to 1 to maintain the width of the object. Thus, we have the scaling preservation energy term as:
where IM L j and IM R j are the significance values of the j-th seams in the left and right images, respectively, Scal L j and Scal R j are the scaling factors of the j-th seams in the left and right images, respectively. However, the above energy term only considers the region importance for scaling preservation. To ensure the adjusted scaling factors of all matched seems to be consistent with the expected target disparities, their distributions (reflected by the sum of scaling factors) should be adjusted to match the target disparities. However, it is unrealistic to adjust the accumulative scaling factors for each pixel due to high complexity, thus we extract Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) features from the left and right images, and use Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) to ensure binocular alignment consistency between the left and right images, as shown in Fig. 5(e) . Let (τ L k , τ R k ) be a pair of matched points in the left and right images, (τ L k , τ R k ) ∈ , the disparity consistency energy term is defined as:
whered τ L k is the target pixel disparity for the feature point τ L k in the left image estimated in the above depth adjustment step. Thus, with this energy term, the scaling factors in the left and right images are simultaneously adjusted to satisfy the disparity consistency constraint.
With the scaling preservation energy term E SP and disparity consistency energy term E DC , depth perception and visual comfort are simultaneously adjusted to characterize the above two properties. The objective function can be formulated as:
where W and W are widths for the original and resized images, respectively, having W /W < 1 to reduce the image width, δ is a parameter to control the strength of scaling factor, and λ is the weight for the latter term. In the experiment, we set λ = 0.25, and a small value (δ = 1) for the case of disparity decreasing and a large value (δ = 2) for the case of disparity increasing. The above equation can be solved by a least-squares method. After the above optimization, a set of scaling factors for the left and right images are obtained. The blue regions in Fig. 5(d) are more necessary to be adjusted than the red regions. As shown in Fig. 5(f) , the scaling factors after optimization are generated, and the importance of different regions can be reflected by the scaling factors. However, since only the scaling factor for each vertical seam is considered in this work, shape deformation will be appeared in the horizontal direction (it is also obvious in the vertically adjacent scaling factors in Fig. 5(f) ). To eliminate such influence, we add a post-processing operation to filter the scaling factors. Let Scal(i, k) denotes the scaling factor for a pixel (i, k), by finding an optimal column j that satisfies std {Scal(i, k)|1 ≤ i ≤ H , 1 ≤ k ≤ j} > η for all the pixels below the column, where std {} denotes standard deviation operation, we calculate a compensation factor for each row starting from g = 1 as follows:
Then, for all pixels in the i-th row, the adjusted scaling factor is calculated as:
The above process is iterative by updating g = j + 1. To facilitate understanding, we summarize the process of seam alignment in Algorithm 1. As shown in Fig. 5 (g) , after post-processing operation, scaling factors within a certain range will be comparatively smooth, leading to continuous shape of the important object (it is obvious in the following results as compared with seam carving methods).
E. PIXEL FUSION
After obtaining the scaling factor for each pixel in the left and right images, the resized images can be generated using the pixel fusion algorithm [45] . The essence of pixel fusion is to interpolate the resized pixels using scaling factor as weights. In this work, we directly apply the pixel fusion algorithm on the left and right images respectively. An important point deserved to address here is that, since the generated scaling factors have contained the geometry of binocular vision, no further optimization is necessary for the retargeted stereoscopic pair. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method compared with the existing methods, we collect the testing stereoscopic images from the following datasets: NBU 3D-VCA image dataset [46] , IVY LAB Stereoscopic 3D image database [47] and Middlebury stereo dataset [48] . In the experiment, we set the interocular distance d e = 65mm, the viewing distance L D = 1800mm, and the disparity limits (−1 • , 1 • ) . We make the results publicly available at https://pan.baidu.com/s/1xpQ3GfjvGzBWlKv YCQwOtQ. Note that, for different disparity limits or viewing distances, the retargeting performance will be influenced.
A. COMPARISON WITH SEAM CARVING BASED METHODS
We compare our method with three state-of-the-art seam carving based stereoscopic image retargeting methods, including geometrically consistent stereoscopic seam carving approach (GASSC) [14] , pixel fusion based stereoscopic image retargeting approach (DPSPF) [15] , and visual attention guided stereoscopic seam carving approach (VASSC) [25] . These approaches are all seam carving based approaches that still preserve the original depth range after retargeting. A qualitative comparison of the retargeting results on three stereoscopic images with relatively small depth range are presented in the left side of Fig. 6 . All images are shrunk by 40%. From the figure, the seam carving methods will suffer from serious object shape deformation, e.g., the flower in (e), the street lamp in (c) and the wheels in (c). In contrast, since the disparity consistency energy and scaling preservation energy are simultaneously considered, our method not only preserves the shape of the important object, but also enhances the depth sensation for these stereoscopic image pairs with small depth range (the depth range is adaptively expanded). The phenomenon is very obvious in the corresponding disparity maps. Note that, since we do not particularly design the significance energy construction for seam selection and 3D saliency calculation in importance map construction, our method may be not prominent in object preservation compared with other methods, but the target for adaptive depth perception and visual comfort adjustments can be achieved.
In addition, we also illustrate the retargeting results on three stereoscopic image pairs with large depth range in the right side of Fig. 6 (the stereoscopic images are visually uncomfortable). Similar with the conclusion above, GASSC and DPSPF methods will deform the shapes of the coffee cups in (h) and (i), the water cups in (h) and (i), and the person's legs in (h) and (i). More importantly, their large depth ranges are outside the zone of comfort, which leads to poor visual comfort experience. All these methods enforce disparity/depth preservation constraint. In conclusion, the seam carving methods may lead to shape deformation due to irregular seam removals, especially under large shrinking ratio (also very clear in the following comparison results), while the proposed method takes scaling preservation energy and disparity consistency energy into account, achieving better user's visual experience. The results on Middlebury stereoscopic image pair in Fig. 7 also have the similar conclusion in shape preservation, depth perception and visual comfort adjustments.
B. THE NECESSITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF SEAM ALIGNMENT
In order to investigate the influence of seam alignment on disparity range and image quality, we show the retargeting results with different thresholds η in Fig. 7(b) . Taking η = ∞ as ground truth (i.e., without seam alignment), for increasing η, the disparity value is becoming closer to the ground truth, but the image quality is also degraded. We calculate the correlation coefficient (CC) for angular disparities and scaling factors between ground truth and different thresholds η. As shown in Fig. 8 . although the CC of angular disparity (0.95 on average) is slightly lower than the scaling factor (0.98 on average), this may be related to the accuracy of disparity estimation. A high CC indicates that seam alignment improves image quality without large deviations from previous optimization results (salient object preservation and disparity adaptation). Meanwhile, we calculate the specific loss at the pixel level in Table 2 , where the average loss of angular disparity is 0.107 and the average loss of scaling factor is 0.039. For balancing the two effects of disparity range and image quality, η = 6 is set in our experiment, where CC is beyond 0.95 both in aspects of angular disparity and scaling factor.
C. RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT SHRINKING RATIOS FOR IMAGE RESIZING
The drawback of the existing seam carving based retargeting methods is that seam removal will produce discontinuous artifacts in the visually important content, especially with large image shrinking, while pixel fusion can effectively VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Results on one middlebury stereoscopic image pair. From top to bottom in each subgraph: the retargeted stereoscopic images (shown in red-cyan anaglyph), the disparity maps (shown in pseudo-color map), and the detail of (b) about the influence of seam alignment.
eliminate such discontinuity by introducing inter-row importance filtering. To address such point, we show the retargeting results of our seam manipulator for shrinking image width by 60%, 40%, 20%, and -20% in Fig. 9 , in comparison with other seam carving based methods (GASSC, DPSPF and VASSC). Here, shrinking image width by -20% denotes to add the image width to 120% of its original width. From the results, we find these comparison methods have serious shape deformation in lower shrinking ratio (e.g., 40%), while our method still has promising retargeting results under the lower ratio.
With the decreasing ratio for shrinking, these comparison methods will have good shape preservation performance, but depth adaptation for these methods is still poor due to the depth preservation essence.
D. THE INFLUENCE OF DEPTH PERCEPTION AND VISUAL COMFORT CONSTRAINTS
Since our method uses the scaling preservation energy and disparity consistency energy terms to manipulate the seams, the impact of each energy term should be proved. We design the following schemes for comparison listed in Table 3 , denoted by Scheme-1, Scheme-2, Scheme-3 and Proposed scheme, respectively. The retargeting results are shown in Fig. 10 . Three important conclusions can be drawn from the results: 1) only with the scaling factors calculated in Ref. [15] , the width of the unmatched regions is preserved to maintain the original depth perception in ''Street'' of Fig. 6 ; 2) compared with Scheme-2 and Proposed scheme with or without E DC , the added disparity consistency energy term will largely affect the overall depth range. That is, only using scaling preservation energy term will seriously deteriorate the depth perception with extremely low depth range; 3) compared with Scheme-3 and Proposed scheme with or without E SP , although their depth ranges are similar, the size of the important object (e.g., the foreground sculpture) is adaptively scaled with the scaling preservation energy term. Therefore, we can conclude that cooperation of disparity consistency energy and scaling preservation energy terms will provide more natural subjective perception for users than only considering a single energy term.
E. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

1) USER STUDY
Refer to our previous subjective testing [19] , we also perform a similar user study to assess our algorithms. The subject test was also conducted in the Lab designed for subjective quality test at Ningbo university. The test environment and condition met ITU-R BT.500-11 [49] . 25 participants were participated in our user studies. We conduct subjective experiment on a Samsung UA65F9000 65 inch Ultra HD 3D-LED TV with 3D shutter glasses, in which paired comparisons between the retargeted results obtained by our method and one of the comparative methods (GASSC [14] , DPSPF [15] , or VASSC [25] ) are conducted according to Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS) test methodology. In the test, 6 stereoscopic image pairs in Fig. 6 (#1∼6 represents 6 scenes from top to bottom) are chosen for test. Each participant is asked to give his own preference about if the retargeted result obtained by our method is better than the other result according to the overall visual experience in terms of shape preservation, depth perception and visual comfort. The user study results are reported in Table 4 . It is clear that our method gets higher preference votes for these test images than the other three methods. On the contrary, even better shape preservation can be achieved for the comparison methods in some testing images, depth adaption is still poor on the cases with large and small depth ranges, leading to poor viewing experience.
2) OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
We use PGDIL [50] and ARS [51] as objective metrics to evaluate the retargeted results obtained by our method. PGDIL evaluates the visual quality of retargeted images by measuring the geometric distortion via the local variance of SIFT flow and measuring the information loss via the saliency map, while ARS evaluates the retargeted images by exploiting the local block changes. As shown in Table 5 , focused on geometric distortion and information loss in these metrics, our method is superior to other comparison methods.
F. COMPARISON WITH WARPING-BASED METHODS
As discussed, the motivation of the proposed method is to absorb the advantage of those continuous approaches (to make the seams continuous). For objective evaluation, we also report the comparison results with two warpingbased methods: content-aware display adaptation approach (SLWARP) [17] , and QoE-guided warping approach (QoEWARP) [19] . All images are resized to 40% of original width. As shown in Fig. 11 , although under such large scaling ratio, our method still has acceptable performance in comparison with the two methods. Especially SLWARP method will lose the boundary contents and produce inconsistent object deformation when the meshes deform seriously. For QoEWARP method, to preserve the size of object, deformation on an object will be inconsistent, leading to lower completeness. Overall, compared with the discrete (seam carving based) methods, our method can achieve smaller resizing while still having better visual quality, while compared with continuous (warping based) methods, our method can obtain better performance in object completeness. Therefore, to involve the advantages of discrete and continuous methods, how to make a better tradeoff between discrete and continuous properties is still worthy of further study.
G. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
To further analyze the computational complexity of the proposed method, we compare the run-time costs in resizing 40% of original width (the average runtime for a stereoscopic image with resolution of 500 × 375) in Table 6 . The test platform is Intel Core(TM) i5-4200M CPU @ 2.50 GHz with MATLAB compiler. Observed from the result, QoEWARP method will have low computational cost compared with other three methods, because it does not need the complex seam searching process. The complexity of GASSC method is high because it should search the maximum seams related to the scaling ratio. The complexity of DPSPF method and our methods is high (the processing of seam selecting and the processing after the seam selecting), because pixel fusion guided methods must search and select all possible seams from whole image no matter how small or large scaling ratio is used. According to statistics, pixel fusion will occupy about 80% of the overall time complexity in our method. Therefore, focusing on using the traditional seam carving framework to promote user's visual experience for stereoscopic image retargeting, computational efficiency of our method is not high, but it has large space for promotion via effective parallel computation for seam searching and fusion to make the technique more practical.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a new depth-adjustment stereoscopic image retargeting method, which leverages pixel fusion to investigate how to change the widths of unmatched region to control the depth perception, and how to change the alignment of left and right seams to satisfy visual comfort limits. Thus, new scaling preservation energy and disparity consistency energy are designed to optimize the process of scaling factor determination. As a result, our method yields a retargeted result with better visual experience to adjust the depth perception and visual comfort. In future work, we plan to consider additional depth-adjustable properties (e.g., vergence and accommodation) simultaneously. We also plan to extend this framework to enable new role in discrete and continuous approaches [52] . From 1990 to 1993, he was with Philips Laboratories, Briarcliff Manor, NY, USA, where he was involved in the development of the advanced digital high-definition television system. In 1993, he rejoined as the Technical Staff of the ETRI, where he was involved in the development of the Korean DBS digital television and high-definition television systems. Since 1995, he has been with the Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology, Gwangju, South Korea, where he is currently a Professor with the Information and Communications Department. His research interests include digital image and video coding, image analysis and image restoration, advanced video coding techniques, digital video and audio broadcasting, three-dimensional video processing, and content-based signal representation and processing.
